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ABSTRACT

Aims. The effects of ion and neutral drag forces on stability of low-frequency wave modes is investigated from the point of view of
parameters relevant to the plasma environment in the vicinity of the main Saturn rings. The electrons and ions are considered to be
magnetized and corotate with the planet, while the dust grains are not magnetized and move around the planet on Keplerian orbits.
Methods. The wave modes of low-frequencies in such dusty plasma, propagating along the ring in the azimuthal direction are analyzed
based on the susceptibilities derived from the standard fluid approach and model presentation of the drag forces valid in the parameter
regime of the dusty plasma of planetary rings.
Results. It is found that the ion drag force can crucially change the stability of dust-acoustic perturbations. Inside the co-rotation
distance the ion drag force can be responsible for the excitation of dust-acoustic waves, while for the region outside the synchronous
orbit this mode can hardy be excited (at radial distances corresponding to the main rings). The instability due to the ion drag force
could be also of some importance for perturbations in remote rings, where the relative ion-dust velocities exceed their thermal speed.
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1. Introduction

Complex (dusty) plasmas are characterized by the presence of
massive dust grains (with, say, md � 1010mp −1012mp, where mp
is the proton mass) that carry relatively large negative charges
(e.g. Zd � 102−103) in addition to positive ions and electrons.
The introduction of new timescales associated with the motion
of the slower dust component leads to the existence of an ex-
tremely low-frequency dust-wave mode. This is usually referred
to as the dust-acoustic wave (DAW) because of the acoustic-like
dispersion relation in the long-wavelength limit. The first theo-
retical consideration of these wave perturbations in isotropic col-
lisionless, weakly coupled complex plasmas was given by Rao
et al. (1990).

Complex or dusty plasmas are found in space and astro-
physical environments, e.g. in the mesosphere, Saturn’s rings,
cometary regions and interstellar clouds (Mendis 2005). A va-
riety of laboratory experiments have been carried out on com-
plex plasmas, e.g. studies of collective effects such as waves
and instabilities (Chu et al. 1994; D’Angelo 1995; Barkan et al.
1995; Pieper & Goree 1996; Thompson et al. 1997; Fortov et al.
2000). These experiments confirmed the existence of the DAW
mode and suggested useful approaches to complex plasma diag-
nostics. On the other hand, laboratory studies revealed the im-
portant role of collisional processes in the DAW propagation
and wave instabilities. Typical peculiarities of waves in labora-
tory complex plasmas, which should be taken into account when
analyzing most experiments, are the following: (i) laboratory
complex plasmas are usually weakly ionized and thus strongly
collisional, and ion-neutral, ion-dust and dust-neutral collisions
become essential factors modifying dust modes; (ii) the plasma

electrons and ions stream through the more inertial microparti-
cles due to the discharge electric fields, increasing the role of
the ion drag force and leading to various kind of instabilities.
These aspects of complex plasmas are studied by Pieper & Goree
(1996), D’Angelo & Merlino (1996), Rosenberg (1996, 2002),
Ivlev et al. (1999), Ivlev & Morfill (2000), Joice et al. (2002),
Khrapak & Yaroshenko (2003), Khrapak et al. (2003), Fortov
et al. (2003) and Yaroshenko et al. (2004).

In space environments, attention has been focused mostly
on different kinds of streaming instabilities of low-frequency
waves, resulting from relative motion of the plasma components
beginning with the work of Bliokh & Yaroshenko (1985), which
dealt with dust plasma waves in Saturn’s rings. The excitation
of dust-acoustic modes by ions and electrons streaming through
the dust grains has been analyzed theoretically by Rosenberg
(1993). Melandsø et al. (1993) have given a kinetic model for the
dust-acoustic waves applied to planetary rings. They included
Landau damping and charge fluctuations due to the collective
modes in addition to the velocity difference between dust and
plasma. Later, Winske et al. (1995), gave an extensive numeri-
cal treatment of the DAW instability. It has been found that the
instability saturates by trapping some ions. It was argued that
this process could contribute to ion heating and diffusion ob-
served in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn. More information
concerning various aspects of collective mode and instabilities
in space dusty plasmas can be found in books (Bliokh et al.
1995; Verheest 2000); and some recent contributions (e.g. Li
& Havnes 2000; Cramer et al. 2004). At the same time, space
dusty plasmas exhibit many features in common with laboratory
complex plasmas. For example, let us consider the dusty plasma
in planetary rings. Planetary rings as those of Saturn are made
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up of dust particles imbedded in a plasma, in a plane perpen-
dicular to the rotation axis. Measurements made by the Cassini
Plasma Spectrometer Instrument over the main (A and B) rings
confirmed the existence of an oxygen atmosphere and iono-
sphere/plasma in the direct vicinity of Saturn’s rings (Waite et al.
2005; Young et al. 2005). The plasma is predicted to be weakly
ionized. In particular, Ip (1995) and more recently Waite et al.
(2005), gave the ratio of the ion O+2 density to the neutral molec-
ular oxygen density O2 as 10−3−10−4. One can then expect that
in a plasma with such low ionization fraction, the collisions of
charged particles (electrons, ions and grains) with neutrals can-
not be ignored. Furthermore, the dust particles exhibit an az-
imuthal drift relative to the plasma. The relative velocities varies
in a wide range from zero at the region close to synchronous or-
bit to significant values of the order of the ion thermal velocities
at the boundary of the main rings. Such fast relative motion and
existence of the ring atmosphere/ionosphere in the vicinity of
the rings create the necessary prerequisites for the ion drag force
to become a significant factor affecting low-frequency collective
modes in the dusty plasma of the planetary rings. Therefore it
is necessary to investigate the role of dissipative processes in
dust-plasma waves developing on timescales comparable with
collisional time scales in this environment.

This paper deals with the effect of ion-neutral, ion-dust and
dust-neutral collisions on low-frequency dust-acoustic waves in
complex plasmas, from the point of view of parameters relevant
to the plasma environment in the vicinity of the Saturn rings. For
simplicity we consider only waves propagating along the ring, in
the azimuthal direction. Moreover, our model implies that only
electrons and ions are subjected to the planetary magnetic field,
in the sense that they are bound to the magnetic field in the ring
plane and thus co-rotate with the planet as a rigid body. The dust
grains are not affected by the magnetic field (due to the small
charge-to-mass ratios) and as a result, the grains move on nearly
Keplerian orbits with Keplerian frequencies. Finally, we do not
take into account the openness of the dusty plasma model, and
thus do not consider the processes akin to the ionization insta-
bility predicted for laboratory complex plasmas (see e.g. Ivlev
et al. 1999; Ivlev & Morfill 2000).

The plan of the paper as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the
theoretical formulation of the problem and plasma parameters
in the vicinity of the Saturn rings, while in Sect. 3 a linear dis-
persion relation is derived and some limiting cases are analyzed.
The stability analysis is also performed. The obtained results are
discussed from the point of view of recent measurements of the
plasma parameters performed by the Cassini orbiter (Sect. 4).

2. General formalism

2.1. Basic equations

In this study of electrostatic dust plasma waves, we deal
with a four-component collisional dusty plasma, consisting of
plasma electrons (subscript e), ions (subscript i), neutrals (sub-
script n) and negatively charged monodisperse microparticles
(subscript d). We restrict our consideration to waves propa-
gating along the ring in the azimuthal direction (the x axis).
Furthermore, we will assume that the wave period is much larger
than the time scales for dust charge fluctuations to occur, so that
the dust charges can be treated as effectively constant.

The plasma species obey the standard set of fluid equations
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Here vα and nα refer to the fluid velocities and densities of the
different species (α = e, i, n, d), having mass mα, temperature Tα
and thermal velocities vTα =

√
Tα/mα. In the low-frequency dust

regime, the dust temperature and pressure effects will be omit-
ted (i.e. vTd � 0). Furthermore, E = −dψ/dx denotes the electric
field, where ψ is the electrostatic potential. Regarding the par-
ticle charges, we put qe = −qi = −e for the plasma electrons
and ions, while for the dust grains, the negative particle charge
qd = −eZd results from the electron and ion currents flowing
to or from the dust grain. Collisions with the neutral gas oc-
cur with collision frequencies νen, νin, and νdn for the electrons,
ions and dust particles, respectively. The other dissipative terms
νid (vi − vd) and νdi (vd − vi) account for the drag of the ions on
the charged dust grains and vice versa, with νid being the ion-
dust momentum-transfer frequency and νdi = νidmini/mdnd the
dust-ion momentum-transfer frequency.

Finally, the set of equations (1)–(4) is closed by the Poisson
equation for the electrostatic potential ψ

∂2ψ

∂x2
= 4πe (ne − ni + Zdnd) . (5)

2.2. Plasma parameters in the vicinity of Saturn’s rings

Keeping in mind the application of our studies to the dusty plas-
mas of planetary rings, we introduce some specific features rel-
evant to this plasma environment. We have estimated the dust
plasma parameters on the basis of the scarce data available from
the few space missions flown up to now and might well have
to be revised in the future. Our estimations of the plasma pa-
rameters are listed in Table 1. Most of these values fit approxi-
mately those estimated on the basis of the local observations of
the Cassini spacecraft in the vicinity of the main A and B rings
and given by Waite et al. 2005; Young et al. 2005; Gurnett et al.
2005, while some other quantities especially related to the dust
grains (e.g. dust density, temperature, particle size and charge)
correspond to plausible assumptions.

According to Waite et al. (2005) and Young et al. (2005), the
Cassini orbiter found a ring ionosphere directly over the main A
and B rings. The main constituents of the ring-plane ionosphere
are oxygen ions O+2 and O+. Hydrogen ions H+ were also de-
tected, the ratio of the ion densities O+ to O+2 is about 0.3, and
the ratio of H+ to O+2 is about 1 (Waite et al. 2005). A tenuous
atmosphere in the vicinity of the Saturnian rings is predicted as a
consequence of the sputtering of atoms and molecules from the
ring particles, resulting from collisions with energetic ions, with
micrometeoroids, or with solar protons (Ip 1995).

The plasma temperature varies with distance from the planet
and height above the ring midplane, but is typically within a
order of a magnitude of Te ∼ Ti ∼ (1−10) eV. This yields
the electron thermal velocity vTe ∼ (0.4−1) × 108 cm s−1 and
the ion thermal velocities vT i ∼ (1−3) × 106 cm s−1 for the
H+ ions, vT i ∼ (0.3−1) × 106 cm s−1 for the O+ ions and
vT i ∼ (2−7) × 105 cm s−1 for O+2 ions. At the same time, the
frozen plasma electrons and ions co-rotate with the planetary
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Table 1. Estimations of the basic plasma/dust parameters in the vicinity of Saturn’s main rings.

Parameters Estimates
Electron number density ne0 � 2−45 cm−3

Ion (O+2 ) number density ni0 � 1−20 cm−3

Ion (O+) number density ni0 � 0.3−7 cm−3

Ion (H+) number density ni0 � 1−20 cm−3

Neutral atom number density nn � 103−104 cm−3

Electron and ion temperature Te � Ti � 1−10 eV
Dust grains and neutral temperature Td � Tn � 0.01 eV
Ion (O+2 ) thermal velocity vT i � 2 × 105−7 × 105 cm s−1

Neutral (O2) thermal velocity vT n � 2 × 104 cm s−1

Ion (O+) thermal velocity vT i � 3 × 105−106 cm s−1

Neutral (O) thermal velocity vT n � 3 × 104 cm s−1

Ion (H+) thermal velocity vT i � 106−3 × 106 cm s−1

Neutral (H2) thermal velocity vT n � 7 × 104 cm s−1

Electron thermal velocity vT e � 4 × 107−108 cm s−1

Ion (O+2 )-plasma frequency ωpi = 2.5 × 102−1.2 × 103 s−1

Ion (O+)-plasma frequency ωpi = 2 × 102−8.5 × 102 s−1

Ion (H+)-plasma frequency ωpi = 1.3 × 103−6 × 103 s−1

Ion (O+2 ) Debye radius λDi � 2 × 102−2.4 × 103 cm
Ion (O+) Debye radius λDi � 3 × 102−5 × 103 cm
Ion (H+) Debye radius λDi � 1.5 × 102−4 × 103 cm
Effective ion Debye radius λD � 102−2 × 103 cm
Electron Debye radius λDe � 1.1 × 102−2 × 103 cm
Ion and electron co-rotation velocity vi0 = ve0 � (1−3) × 106 cm s−1

Grain drift velocity vd0 � (1−2.5) × 106 cm s−1

Electron-neutral (O2) momentum-transfer frequency νen � 10−3−5 × 10−6 s−1

Electron-neutral (H) momentum-transfer frequency νen � 3 × 10−6−5 × 10−4 s−1

Ion (O+2 )-neutral momentum-transfer frequency νin � 10−7−5 × 10−5 s−1

Ion (H+)-neutral momentum-transfer frequency νin � 10−5−10−4 s−1

Grain size a � 1 µm
Grain mass md = 4 × 10−12 g
Grain charge Zd � 1−102

Thermal scattering parameter βT � 10−10−10−8

Grain number density nd � 10−3−10−1 cm−3

Havnes parameter pe = Zdnd0/ne � 10−3−0.2
Plasma-dust frequency ωpd � 3 × 10−5−3 × 10−2 s−1

Dust-acoustic velocity uda � (10−2−10) cm s−1

Grain-neutral (O2) momentum-transfer frequency νdn � 10−11−10−10 s−1

Grain-neutral (H2) momentum-transfer frequency νdn � 5 × 10−12−5 × 10−11 s−1

Ion (O+2 )-grain momentum-transfer frequency νi � 10−5−5 × 10−3 s−1

Ion (H+)-grain momentum-transfer frequency νi � 10−4−5 × 10−2 s−1

rotation at the equilibrium velocities ve0,i0 = Ωpr, with Ωp be-
ing the planetary rotation frequency (subscripts 0 imply equilib-
rium quantities), while the dust particles move around the planet
with Keplerian velocity vd0 =

√
GMp/r (G is the gravitational

constant, Mp denotes the mass of the planet and r is the radial
distance from the planet). The two velocities become equal at

the synchronous orbit r∗, determined by r∗ = 3

√
GMp/Ω

2
p. Note

that at distances r < r∗, the dust grains move faster than the
electrons and ions, while for r > r∗, the plasma overtakes the
dust particles. Therefore, the relative velocity ∆v = |vi0 − vd0|
varies in a wide range from zero at r = r∗ to significant values
of the order of ∆v ∼ 5 × 105−106 cm s−1 at the boundary of the
main rings (e.g. for D and C rings) and can be even larger for
the remote E, F or G rings (Fig. 1). This allows us to suggest
that in the region of the main planetary rings (A–C) the relative
ion velocity does not exceed the ion thermal velocity, namely
U = |vi0 − vd0| /vT i ≤ 1, while in the vicinity of the remote plane-
tary rings (E,G) the appropriate regime would be a suprathermal
range (U > 1).

If there is a relative motion between the dust and plasma
components, there inevitably arises a force related to the
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Fig. 1. Relative ion velocity |vi0 − vd0| /vT i vs. the normalized distance
from the planet r/rp: bold solid line for oxygen (O+2 ) and thin solid line
for hydrogen (H+) ions. The ion temperature is taken as 10 eV. The main
Saturn rings C, B and A are located at r/rp ∼ 1.25−2.21.

exchange of momentum transfer from a flowing plasma to
charged dust grains. Because of their much larger masses, ions
mainly contribute to this drag force. Recently, there has been
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a considerable theoretical development in modelling of the ion
drag force (Barnes et al. 1992; Kilgore et al. 1993; Daugherty
& Graves 1995; Khrapak et al. 2002). The ion drag force Fi
consists of two parts often referred to as collection and orbital
forces. The collection force is associated with momentum trans-
fer from the ions that are collected by the grain, while the or-
bital force is due to the momentum transfer from the ions that
are scattered in the electric field of the grain. The important role
in the modelling of Fi plays the so-called scattering parameter,
β, which is determined by the ratio of the Coulomb radius of
ion-grain interactions, Rc, to the plasma screening length λD, i.e.
βT = Rc/λD. In the vicinity of the main rings, where U ≤ 1, the
use of the thermal scattering parameter βT = Zde2/TiλD is more
appropriate. For typical values of the Debye length λD ∼ 1−10 m
and assuming particle charges Zd ∼ 1−100, one always ob-
tains βT � 1. This limit corresponds to weak coupling between
the ions and dust particles. Moreover, it turns out that for typi-
cal plasma parameters, the scattering parameter is so small that
βT ∼ 10−10−10−8 < a/λD or even βT � a/λD, and the ion
drag force is mainly specified by the collection part. The ion-dust
momentum-transfer frequency νid can then be approximated as
νid � (8

√
2π/3)a2ndvT i (Barnes et al. 1992; Khrapak et al. 2002)

leading to νdi � (8
√

2π/3)a2nimivT i/md and hence the ion drag
force becomes Fi � νdivi.

For the momentum transfer frequency in dust-neutral col-
lisions we adopt the standard theory (Epstein 1921) yielding
νdnmd = (8

√
2π/3)δa2nnmnvTn, where mn, nn and vTn =

√
Tn/mn

are the mass, density and thermal velocity of neutrals, respec-
tively. According to Liu et al. 2003, the numerical factor δ � 1.4
accounts for diffuse scattering. The ratio νdi/ νdn ∝ nivT i/nnvTn
is then specified by the relative number densities of the ions and
neutral components (ni/nn) and the square root of the tempera-
ture ratio

√
Ti/Tn. Even if we assume that the neutrals are much

colder than the ions (e.g. Tn ∼ 0.01 eV � Ti ≥ 1 eV), νdi/ νdn
remains small enough since ni � nn. Nevertheless, we cannot
neglect the ion drag force, Fi in the momentum equation for the
dust component, since Fi � νdivi can be of the same order as a
neutral drag force Fn = νdnvd due to vi 
 vd and the force ratio
Fi/Fn � (nivi/nnvd)

√
Ti/Tn can easily become ≥1 or even much

large than 1.
It is also instructive to compare the ion-neutral and ion-dust

momentum-transfer frequencies. In the limit of subthermal ion
drift (vi0 � VT i), ion neutral momentum transfer frequency can
be estimated as νin = nnσinvT i, where nn denotes the neutral
number density and σin is the effective collisional cross sec-
tion (accounting for both elastic scattering due to polarization
interactions with neutrals and charge exchange). For subthermal
and slightly superthermal oxygen ions σin ∼ 10−14−10−15 cm2

(Smith et al. 1996), thus yielding νin/νid =
(
10−7−10−8

)
nn/nd.

Depending on the particle density, the ratio νin/νid leads to dom-
ination either of the neutral drag force or of the force associated
with ion-dust collisions. The typical solid particle size in some
of Saturns rings is about a micron or less. The number density
of the micron-sized grains being one of the most uncertain pa-
rameters of the problem, we chose nd ∼ 10−3−10−1 cm−3, which
is often used for dusty plasmas in planetary rings (Bliokh et al.
1995; Li & Havnes 2000; Cramer et al. 2004). Therefore, to be
realistic, we have to keep both terms (νin, νid) in the ion momen-
tum equation.

Finally note that for the estimations of the electron neutral
momentum transfer frequency νen = nnσenvTe listed in Table 1
we have used the total cross section given by Itikawa et al.
(1989), σen ∼ 4 × 10−16−10−15 cm2 for electron collisions with

oxygen atoms and molecules and take σen ∼ 10−16 cm2 for elec-
tron collisions with hydrogen atoms.

3. Dispersion equation

Following the standard procedure, we linearize the basic
Eqs. (1)–(5) with respect to small perturbations vα → vα0 + vα;
and nα → nα0 + nα; ψ → ψ, where the values with the sub-
script “0” refer to the equilibrium state of the plasma. Note that
in equilibrium, the charge neutrality condition gives ni0 − ne0 −
Zdnd0 = 0. All the first-order quantities are supposed to vary as
exp (−iωt + ikx). Introducing the susceptibilities for all plasma
species as χα = −4πqαnα/k2ψ, and inserting these in Poisson’s
equation (5) gives the dispersion law

1 + χi + χe + χd = 0. (6)

Furthermore, we use the common assumption that compared
to the heavy ions and dust grains, the plasma electrons can be
considered as effectively massless. Then only the Boltzmann
distribution

ne = ne0 exp

(
eψ
Te

)
(7)

remains of Eq. (1) with an equilibrium electron density ne0. The
electron susceptibility then reduces with the help of (7) to

χe =
1

k2λ2
De

, (8)

with λDe =
√

Te/4πe2ne0. Note that the obtained electron sus-
ceptibility is valid in a low frequency regime ω � kvTe,
k2v2

Te/νen.
The ion and dust drift influence, on the other hand, will be

kept in the main equations. Indeed, elimination of all quantities
in favor of the ion density fluctuations ni from (2)–(5) yields

χi = −
ω2

pi

[
(ω − kv0d) (ω − kv0d + iνdn) + iδνi pk∆v

]
(ω − kv0d)

[
(ω − kv0d + iνdn) Li − δν2

i k∆v
] · (9)

Here we have used the notations for the unperturbed values
νi = ν0id, ∆v = (vi0 − vd0), nd0Zd/ni0 = p (the ion Havnes pa-
rameter) and δ = mini0/mdnd0. Furthermore we denote Li =
(ω − kvi0) (ω − kvi0 + i (νi + νin))−k2v2

T i. The plasma frequencies
are given by ω2

pα = 4πq2
αnα0/mα with (α = e, i, d).

Finally, using (9), the initial set of equations (2)–(5) can then
be reduced to the following expression for the dust susceptibility

χd = −
ω2

pd

[
Li − iνi p−1 (ω − kvd0)

]
(ω − kvd0)

[
(ω − kvd0 + iνdn) Li − δν2

i k∆v
] · (10)

As can be seen from (8)–(10) the general dispersion relation (6)
becomes too involved to be analyzed directly. In view of the
properties of dusty plasmas in the vicinity of the planetary ring,
we will use the following reasonable approximations:

(i) We will consider perturbations, whose length-scales, Λ,
could be noticeable upon the ring structure. As a minimal scale,
the characteristic size of “spokes” along the ring is taken, giving
Λ ≥ 105−106 cm, while the maximal length is constrained from
above by the condition Λ � r∗ ∼ 1010 cm, thus leading to the
wavenumber range 10−5 > k > 10−8 (cm−1). The perturbations
can therefore be defined as long-wavelength ones, since always
kλDe ∼ kλDi � 1.
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(ii) For the plasma parameters in the vicinity of the planetary
rings (Table 1), in the considered wavelength domain, the term
δν2

i k∆v is always small compared to k3v2
i0vd0 or k3v2

T ivd0, so that
we will neglect the second term between square brackets in the
denominators of Eqs. (9) and (10).

The dispersion relation is then simplified to

1 − k2u2
ia

Li
− k2u2

da

(ω − kvd0) (ω − kvd0 + iνdn)
+ ik2u2

daνi p
−1

× (ω − kvi0)
(ω − kvd0) (ω − kvd0 + iνdn) Li

= 0, (11)

with an ion-sound velocity uia = λDeωpi � vT i (as a result of
the assumption Te � Ti, ne0 � ni0) and a dust-sound velocity
uda = λDeωpd � λDiωpd. The appearance of the last term in
the dispersion relation (11) is new, resulting from the coupling
between perturbations of the ion and dust particle populations
(densities) due to the ion drag force. It should be noted that this
contribution (due to the momentum exchange between the dust
component and plasma ions) can be positive or negative, depend-
ing on the distance from the planet and the relation between ∆v
and vT i. As a result one can expect the existence of spatially re-
stricted domains where the dust-wave be generated.

4. Dust-acoustic solutions

Analyzing the dispersion relation, we start with the simplest case
of the region close to synchronous orbit r ∼ r∗, where vd0 � vi0.
We will work in the planetary frame of reference. Putting then
ω − kvi0 � ω − kvd0 → ω in (11) yields

1 − k2v2
T i

Li
− k2u2

da

ω (ω+iνdn)
+

ik2u2
daνi

(ω + iνdn) Li p
= 0, (12)

where the term Li reduces to Li = ω2+iω (νi + νin) − k2v2
T i. To

study solutions of Eq. (12) in the dust regime, we use the or-
dering kvT i 
 ω 
 νdn, which enables us to linearize the con-
tributions of the last two terms. Equation (12) can then easily be
solved for weak growth (or damping), using ω = �ω+ iω with
|ω| � �ω. This yields in the low-frequency regime

�ω � kuda/
√

2, ω � u2
da (2νi − νin p)

8v2
T i p

− νdn

2
· (13)

To derive these expressions we have used the plausible assump-
tions v2

T i 
 u2
da and p� 1. The thus obtained solution describes

the usual dust-acoustic mode (the numerical factor
√

2 follows
from the use of the ion (electron) Debye length instead of the

linearized screening length λD =

(√
λ−2

De + λ
−2
Di

)−1

� λDe/
√

2).

The dust-acoustic solution (13) corresponds to either unstable
(ω > 0) or stable (damped, ω < 0) wave perturbations, de-
pending on the specific values of the plasma parameters. The
instability due to the ion drag force requires

νi > νcr = p
(
2v2

T iνdn/u
2
da + νin/2

)
� 2νdn pv2

T i/u
2
da, (14)

which can be simplified to νi > νcr � 2νdnmd/ (miZd). Inserting
explicit expressions for νdn and νi, one can reduce the discus-
sion of the wave stability to two variables – the dust charge den-
sity fraction (relative to the neutral atoms) pn = Zdnd0/nn and
the square root of the ratio of the ion and neutral temperatures,
s =
√

Ti/Tn. As an illustration, we plot in Fig. 2 the existence
domain for growing dust-acoustic waves in the parameter space
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Fig. 2. Instability domain in the parameter space (pn = Zdnd0/nn; s =√
Ti/Tn) calculated for dust grains orbiting in the vicinity of the syn-

chronous orbit r ∼ r∗.

pn = Zdnd0/nn and s =
√

Ti/Tn. In the grey region only unstable
solutions due to the ion drag force can be found. The damped
dust-acoustic perturbations exist outside this region. The range
of the instability occurrence (νi > νcr) is limited by rather spe-
cific conditions: it requires high values of s =

√
Ti/Tn > 1 and

pn ≤ 1. However, typically pn = Zdnd0/nn � 1 and s ≥ 1, so that
the dust-acoustic instability due to the ion drag force can hardly
develop around the synchronous orbit.

To explore the influence of a finite difference in equilibrium
velocities on the low-frequency solutions (11), we replace ω −
kvd0 → ω. We first consider the case when ∆v = vi0 − vd0 < vT i
and use the ordering νdn � ω � k∆v. One then easily finds that
the DAW mode drifting along with the dust flow obeys

�ω � kuda/
√

2, ω � −
√

2νiuda∆v

4v2
T i p

− νdn

2
· (15)

For these perturbations, the instability due to the ion drag force
can only occur in that part of the planetary rings where the ions
move slower than the dust grains, i.e. inside the co-rotation dis-
tance, at orbits r < r∗, giving ∆v < 0. The instability thresh-
old is now “reduced” to νcr =

√
2v2

T i pνdn/ (uda∆v), which is
(uda/∆v� 1) times lower than (13), and thus can be easily
achieved. It is instructive to rewrite the instability criterion in
terms of ∆v as

|∆v|>√2
νdn pv2

T i

νiuda
· (16)

Our discussion is thus restricted to values of |∆v|, the lower limit
of which is determined by the right hand side of (16), while the
upper one is given by the condition |∆v| < vT i. In contrast to
the case of the dust moving at the synchronous orbit r ∼ r∗, the
instability criterion (16) is now dependent on specific particle
positions in the ring (see Fig. 3). If the dusty plasma is homoge-
neous within the ring plane, the instability can only be found for
particles orbiting at r < rcr, yielding νi > νcr (rcr represents the
distance where |∆v| becomes equal to the right hand side of (16)).

The nature of the instability considered can be easily un-
derstood, by considering the equation of the energy balance.
According to the standard way (see e.g. Mikailovskii 1973)

d
dt

Wk = −E2
0ωk
ε (ωk, k)

4π
, (17)

where the wave energy is

Wk =
E2

0

8π
ωk

d
dωk
�ε. (18)
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Fig. 3. The instability region in parameter space (x = r/rp, |∆v|) is de-
termined by the condition r < rcr (with rcr being the distance where
|∆v| equals the threshold value given by Eq. (16)). The horizontal lines
correspond to the upper and lower limits of the threshold value (16)
calculated for typical plasma parameters, listed in Table 1.

Here E0 denotes the wave amplitude and the dielectric perme-
ability of the dusty plasma ε (ωk, k) is given by the left-hand side
of Eq. (12). The quantity ωkε (ωk, k) /4π = σ has the meaning
of a plasma conductivity and therefore the right hand side of the
balance Eq. (17) E2

0σ represents the amount of the wave energy
dissipated in unit time. Finally, the subscript k specifies a solu-
tion of the dispersion relation�ε (ωk, k) = 0.

One easily finds that for the dust-acoustic wave propagat-
ing along the dust flow (15), the wave energy and the plasma
conductivity are determined as Wk � −

√
2E2

0∆v/2πuda and

σ � −∆v
(
νi∆v
pv2

T i
+
√

2νdn
uda

)
/2π. When the difference between the

flow velocities ∆v is positive, Wk < 0 and σ < 0 and therefore,
one deals with the damped negative energy DAW mode. Only
in the case ∆v < 0, the wave energy becomes positive, but the
plasma conductivity remains negative for the regime prescribed
by (16). The latter means that the picture of the DAW growth cor-
responds to the dissipative instability resulting from anomalous
dissipation (Mikailovskii 1973). The amplitude of the positive
energy DAW grows due to the energy obtained from the relative
motion between the plasma components via the ion drag force.

A further growth of the relative dust-plasma velocity, |∆v| =
|vi0 − vd0| ∼ vT i will result in unstable (damped) modifications of
the dust-acoustic perturbations,�ω ∼ |ω|, developing with

ω � ±kuda

√
νi√

2pkvT i

· (19)

These expressions were derived using the reasonable assump-
tions that �ω,ω > νdn and k |∆v| > νin, νi. The instability (+)
due to the ion drag force can only develop for dust orbiting at
r ∼ rT < r∗, where −∆v(rT ) ∼ vT i, the reversed position outside
the corotation orbit r ∼ 2r∗ − rT > r∗ (here the ions move faster
than the dust grains and thus provide ∆v(r) ∼ vT i) corresponding
to the damped mode (“–" sign in Eq. (19)).

Finally, for larger relative dust-plasma velocities, when
∆v > vT i or even ∆v 
 vT i, and k |∆v| > νin, νi, one obtains the
approximate dust-acoustic solution of (11) in the form

�ω � kuda∆v√
∆v2 − 2v2

T i

, ω � −νdn

2
+

1
2

udaνi

p∆v
· (20)

As can be seen, the ion-dust collisions can also trigger the dust-
acoustic instability in the region r 
 r∗ (where ∆v > 0) when,
on the one hand, the velocity difference is large enough so that
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Fig. 4. The instability domain in parameter space (x = r/rp,∆v) is de-
termined by a condition r > rcr = 2r∗ − 2rT (with rT being the distance
where |∆v (rT )| = vT i). The horizontal lines correspond to the ion ther-
mal velocities: bold solid line for H+ ions and the dashed one for O+2
ions.

∆v (r)> vT i, but on the other hand, the unstable threshold re-
quires ∆v (r) < νiuda/ (νdn p). For typical dusty plasma param-
eters in the planetary rings (Table 1), νiuda/ (νdn p) ≥ 108 cm s−1,
and the instability condition from above is always satisfied.
Therefore, the domain of unstable solutions in application to the
planetary rings is only restricted from below by the condition
∆v(r) > vT i (Fig. 4) and thus could be of importance for remote
Saturn’s rings (like E and G).

Keeping in mind the ring conditions, where the dust can be
polydisperse, and thus different dust components have different
densities, it could be instructive to specify how our results are
affected by the dust particle parameters, in particular the particle
density nd0 and the particle size a. Using the standard assumption
Zd ∝ a, the DAW frequency scales as ω ∝ ωpd ∝

√
nd0/a, while

the growth rates of the wave instability (13)–(20) reveal slightly
different dependencies: Eq. (13) results in ω ∝ nd0; Eqs. (15)
and (20) give ω ∝ √nd0a; Eq. (19) leads to ω ∝ √nd0.
Similarly, the conditions of the dust-acoustic instability, are also
sensitive to the dust parameters. In particular, the onset of the

instability (15) given by (16) yields xcr ∝
√

a−1n−1
d0 . If we adopt

the particle density as a power-law distribution nd(a) ∝ a−µ with
µ ∼ 4−6 (relevant for dust distribution in remote planetary rings
like F and G, see Showalter et al. 1992; Showalter & Cuzzi
1993) this immediately leads to the conclusion that the grains
of small sizes are most likely to produce the DAW instability
starting closest to the synchronous orbit.

5. Summary

We have studied the effect of dissipative forces on the propa-
gation of the low-frequency dust-acoustic modes in the dusty
plasma of planetary rings. It turned out that the collisional effects
estimated for the region of Saturn’s A and B rings may be large
enough to affect the development of the low-frequency collec-
tive mode. In particular, we have demonstrated that the ion drag
force related to the momentum transfer from the moving ions
to the charged dust grains can be an important factor, which af-
fects stability of the low-frequency perturbations in dusty plasma
of the main planetary rings. Two features determine the excep-
tional role of the ion drag force – the occurrence of a ring atmo-
sphere/ionosphere and of a relative motion between the plasma
and dust particles. The relative velocity causes the existence of
radial zones of transparency for DAW propagation and regions
where dust-plasma waves are damped. We found that inside the
co-rotation distance (where the plasma ions move slower than
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the dust grains) the ion drag force can be responsible for the ex-
citation of dust-acoustic perturbations traveling along with dust
flows. According to our model, the growth rate of this dissi-
pative instability is strongly dependent on the radial distance
from the planet. Reasonable estimations of the plasma param-
eters (Table 1) allow us to suggest that the boundary for the on-
set of the DAW instability located in the direct vicinity of the
synchronize orbit. Note that the strong neutral gas damping (as-
sociated with dust-neutral momentum transfer) can quench the
instability and move the boundary for the onset of the DAW
instability inside the co-rotation distance (e.g. xcr,L < xcr,U in
Fig. 3). The source of free energy for this instability comes from
the azimuthal drift of the dusty plasma components. Outside the
co-rotation distance (where the plasma ions overtake the dust
grains) the collisional process lead to damped perturbations, and
thus the DAW can hardy be excited at radial distances corre-
sponding to the main rings. The instability due to the ion drag
force becomes possible again in the region where the relative
ion velocities exceed their thermal speed. The latter could be of
some importance e.g. for E or G rings, if the considered param-
eter regime is still valid in those remote regions.

Finally note that most of the plasma parameters used in the
analysis fit approximately those estimated on the basis of the ob-
servations available from the few space missions flown up and
made in the vicinity of the main A and B rings, while the quanti-
ties related to the dust grains (e.g. dust density, particle size and
charge) correspond to plausible assumptions but might well have
to be revised in the future. However, the presented theory allows
us to clarify the role of the dust parameters. This is especially
important for ring conditions because in reality the dust in the
planetary rings is polydisperse and comes in almost continuous
range from macromolecules to rock fragments. According to our
predictions, the smaller the charged particles are, the larger the
growth rate of the DAW instability and the smaller the distance
from the synchronous orbit for the onset of the instability. It is
possible that due to these characteristics the discovered instabil-
ity could be of some importance for the formation and evolution
Saturnian “spokes” occurring in the vicinity of the synchronous
orbit. This issue deserved further examination, but is outside the
scope of the presented investigation.
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